
Mandala Quilting Workshop  

Supply List 

 
We will be each making a lovely fused applique mandala in class. Everyone’s project will come out different, and 

you will leave with all the patterns and techniques to make many more.  

 

Please bring to class:  

One sheet template plastic (heavier is better)  

A long ruler or yardstick. If you have the Creative Grids 20.5” square, bring it – I love that ruler and it’s so handy 

for marking your background!  

One Frixion Marking pen (or other removable marking pen or chalk of your choice)  

One sharpie – the super fine point ones are best. 

One yard 12” wide steam-a-seam light.  

One background square – We will only have time to complete a small project in class, but you can continue to 

make it larger if you wish. I would request that everyone brings at least a 22” square, but if you wish to make a 

larger project, you could certainly come in with a 45” square.  This could be any solid or subtly patterned fabric 

you like that contrasts with your spectrum. Regular quilter solids are perfect, but you could also use linen, silk 

from the flat-fold table, whatever would like.  

A spectrum of fabrics – You will want at least 12 fabrics, in colors that work together and contrast with you 

background. Solids and Tonals work best for these. Fat quarters or fat eighths are plenty of fabric, but it doesn’t 

even need to be that big – scraps larger than 6” by 12” are just fine, and you could possibly make even littler 

scraps work.  You could do a dark to light spectrum, a rainbow spectrum, a greys and browns neutral spectrum,  

all citrus colors… whatever you think is lovely together and you would like to see as your mandala.  

Scissors that will cut fabric BUT you are OK with cutting template plastic/paper-backed steam-a-seam with.   

 

All materials may be purchased at Pacific Fabrics with a 10% discount. Please mention that you are buying 

supplies for this class at the register to receive this discount.  

 
 

Northgate 206-362-0111 
 


